
Year 3 - Autumn Term Planning overview 
Reach for the Stars 

Week: Weds 4th September  
  

9th September  
Y3 AR STAR QUIZ WEEK 

 ICT pms ; Logging on, new 
school system and safety. 

16th September
 

BASELINE ASSESSMENTS 

23rd September 30th September 7th October  
Trenance Teacher visit 

Monday. 
Open Day 2 sessions:  

Tuesday 8th Oct 

14th October
End Of unit Parents’ Assembly 

16th Oct 
 
  

Weekly 
overview: 

Week 1 
Children in from Weds 5th 
Wecome and settle new intake.  
PSHE; New start, Class Rules, 
building relationships. 
Personal Qualities, resilience, 
perseverance, teamwork 
 
Reading short books by Oliver 
Jeffers; Week 1 Stuck and  How 
To Catch A star (HTCAS) 
 
Writing: Sentences to create 
Class Rules 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Journal: PSHE; To 
understand my personal 
qualities and how to follow 
school rules. 
 

Week 2 
Science week : Start to look at 
Stars a scientific concept; light 
source, Suns, solar systems, galaxy 
etc 
Explore natural and Manmade light 
sources. Bring in torches from 
home. 
 
Reading short books by Oliver 
Jeffers; Week 2 How To Catch A 
star (HTCAS) and The Way Back 
Home (TWBH) 
 
Writing: Simple scene where 
character gets stuck; sentences 
make sense. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Journal: Home Learning 
and Design Technology: To 
design and build a model of a 
time machine. 
 

Week 3 
BASELINE ASSESSMENT WEEK 
Geography week; Birds’ Eye 
views. 
How layouts can be shown on 
maps. Look at this process in 
reverse, starting small: plan of 
classroom, coordinates,  then map 
of school, then map of Newquay. 
 
Reading Assessments and short 
books by Oliver Jeffers Week 3 
The Way Back Home (TWBH) 
 
Writing: Baseline Assessed short 
story based on TWBH 
 
CLASS NOVEL STARTS THIS 
WEEK: Tilly And The Time 
Machine by Adrian Edmondson 
(TATTM) 
 
Learning Journal: Science; To 
understand Light Sources inc 
Sun/stars and how light 
travels.(from previous week) 

Week 4
Art: Colour mixing week: 
Spectrum links to Science; 
Rainbows and prisms. Colour wheel 
Primary colours mixed to create  
secondary and tertiary colours. 
Colours used to paint Time Machine 
picture created during Transition.  
 
Reading TATTM DERICS 
Writing: Building sentences joined 
by conjunctions. Character 
descriptions from book.  
 
 
School prospectus photos; Time 
machine models and Hot-seating. 
 
 
 
 
Learning Journal: Geography : 
How to draw maps and locate 
features using simple 
coordinates. (from previous 
week) 

Week 5
Science: Forces week . How a 
rocket launches. Push. Pull, 
gravity, friction.  
Conjecture: Would it be the 
same for a Time Machine? 
 
Reading TATTM DERICS 
Writing: Putting in full stops, 
including adding adjectives and 
identifying word classes. Writing 
a descritipn of Tilly’s Time 
Machine  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Journal: Art / 
SCIENCE: How to create the 
colours of the spectrum (from 
previous week) 

Week 6 
History: Finding out what times 
were like in Granparents Day.  
 
Music: Singing and 
performance skills. 
 
Reading short book by Oliver 
Jeffers; The Day the Crayons 
Quit and several letter examples 
in DERICS  
Class Novel TATTM continues. 
Writing: LETTER WRITING: 
Conventions and content. Write 
a short letter to a character from 
the past.  
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Journal: Marble 
Treat recording and/ or 
completion up to date.. 

Week 7
Parents come in to see show 
Weds 16th Oct. 
Bury Time capsule letters 
Thursday 
 
Music and Performance week: 
Learn songs and poems about 
growing up and having asprations: 
When I’m 64, (words changed) 
Reach for the Stars and learn 
spoken lines and Time Machine 
poem too. 
 
Reading (ongoing TATTM) and 
letters 
Writing: Letters to My Future Self. 
Assessed piece 
 
Art; Design and Make 
personalised Envelopes.  
History: Looking at a timeline of 
their own lives: Past / present / 
Future 
 
Learning Journal: Community 
Event: Future Me Show and 
Letters in a Time Capsule 

Li
te

ra
cy

  

Topic 
vocab 

relationships.cooperation, 
behaviour,  
Personal Qualities, resilience, 
perseverance, teamwork, 
compare, different, same. 

Conjecture: Perhaps, maybe, 
possibly, we could, it might.  
Source, star, planet, orbit, solar 
system, alien, galaxy, constellation 

As previous weeks . plus 
Geography: scale, map, plan, 
symbol,  aerial, view, coordinates, 
represent 

Character, dilemma, plot, predict. 
and Art/Science vocab: spectrum, 
prism, colours, primary, secondary, 
tertiary, hues. 

Forces, pull, push, friction, 
gravity, thrust, cogs, 
technological, predict, genious, 
components, gadgets. 

Sincerely, faithfully, purpose, 
audience, formal, formality, 
subordinating conjunction. 

Future , experience, expect, 
profession, capsule, abstract, 
expressionism, performance. 

English Class Rules & sentence 
construction  
 

 can use capital letters and full stops 
mostly correctly. 
I can proof-read my work by reading 
aloud and putting in full 
stops. 
I can understand when to use ‘a’ or 
‘an’ in front of a word. 

Write complete sentences retelling a 
scene from Stuck. 
Big Write: To write a simple scene that 
tells of a character getting stuck.  
 
I can use capital letters and full stops 
mostly correctly. 
I can proof-read my work by reading 
aloud and putting in full 
stops. 
I can mark most sentences correctly with 
question marks and 
exclamation marks. 

Big Write: Baseline Assessed short 
story based on The Way Back Home 
 
I can plan my writing by discussing it, 
and talking about how to improve it, 
using examples from other writers that 
I like. 
I can draft and write descriptive work 
that creates 
settings, characters and plots. 
I can draft and write descriptive work 
thatcreates settings, characters and 
plots. 

Big Write :  Description of the Time 
Machine. 
Writing: Building sentences from noun 
phrases  
Hot-seating leading into describing a 
time machine. 
Sentences recorded as labels on a 
drawing.  
 
I can draft and write descriptive work 
that creates settings… 
I can plan my writing by discussing it 
I can re-read my work to improve it for 
my audience 
I can re-read my work to improve it by 
thinking about changes to vocabulary 
and grammar to make it more 
interesting. 

Big Write: Character Description 
Tilly’s Dad  
Building sentences joined by 
conjunctions. Extending/ upleveling 
sentences with description using 
quality adjectives and verbs for 
effect. 
 
I can plan my writing by discussing 
it, and talking about how 
to improve it, 
I can use … coordinating 
conjunctions.  
I can write and rewrite my work, 
making improvements by saying the 
work out loud, using the best words I 
know and making sure I use 
conjunctions such as and, but, so, if, 
because and when (introducing 
coordinanting conjuntions gradually) 
I can proof-read my work by reading 
aloud and putting in full stops. 

 

Big Write: Write a letter with 
paragraphs ( one of which will be 
completely independent and 
unaided) and letter conventions to 
Future Self. 
To use letter format, paragraphing 
and sentences linked by 
subordinating conjunctions. 
 
I can use paragraphs to organise my 
writing so that blocks of 
text group related material. 
I can use commas for lists. 
I can use subordinating and 
coordinating conjunctions. 
I can identify the main and 
subordinate clause. 
I can talk about time, place and 
cause using these words: when, 
while, so, because, then, next, soon, 
before, 
after, during etc 

To complete the final draft of the letter 
for Time capsule.  
 
I can use more of the diagonal and 
horizontal strokes I need to join letters 
and know which letters, when they are 
next to one another, are best left 
unjoined. 
I can write so that most of my letters 
are easy to read, all the same way up 
and the same size; my writing is 
spaced properly 
so that my letters don’t overlap. 
I can write letters of accurate size and 
shape (with clear ascenders and 
descenders) and form all of the upper 
and 
lower case letters correctly. 

 can produce legible joined 
handwriting. 
I can read my work out to a group with 
confidence and make sure it sounds 
interesting using the right volume and 
tone of voice. 

Compositio
n and 

spoken 
English 

Discussions and getting to know you 
activities leading to constraction of 
collaborative class rules 

Hot seating; what might characters 
suggest / say / feel when faced with the 
problem of being stuck? Speak in 
complete sentences. Use think and say 
to inform write. 

Oral Retelling of a story from a 
storypath; include intonation, 
expression, pauses and sentences 
that make sense. 

Games relating to adjectives and verbs 
to complement nouns of parts of the time 
machine. Building to support and inform 
Big Write. 

Phone call: describe Tilly’s Dad as a 
missing person; include every detail. 
Transfer this detail using Think Say 
Wtite Read Check to Big Write. 

Constructing question sentences to 
gather information. Building simple 
paragraphs forming core of letter. 

Performing class poem / script to an 
auduience; expression, gestures and 
volume 

Key 
spellings 

Y2: -s, -es, -er, -ed, -ing  The /ow/ sound spelled ‘ou.’  Found 
often in the middle of words, sometimes 
at the beginning and very rarely at the 
end of words. 

The /u/ sound spelled ‘ou.’ This 
digraph is only found in the middle of 
words. 

The /i/ sound spelled with a ‘y.’ Words with endings that sound like 
/ze/ as in measure are always 
spelled with  ‘-sure.’ 

Words with endings that sound like 
/ch/ is often spelled –’ture’ unless 
the root word ends in (t)ch. 

Challenge words… add in any with 
pattern / rule / exception needed in 
EOTerm test. 



Punctuation 
and 

Grammar 

A / an and word classes Sentence types, punctuation .?!, make 
sense and Capital letters. 

Word order for statements and 
questions,  also revise Capital letters 
for names, place and sentence starts. 

Main clause, making sense, Capital 
letters again. 

Main clause, making sense, Capital 
letters again. 

Choosing the correct conjunction to 
fill gaps. Identify coordinating (and, 
but, so, or) or subordinating simple 

conjunctions (because, despite, 
although etc) 

Past and present tense; simple and 
irregular 

Handwriting Seating position and pencil grip 
Capital letters A-H plus joining Pattern 
joined lili 
 

Capital letters I -O 
Plus joining pattern ccccc 

Capital letters P-Z 
Plus joining pattern cursive fffff without 

the lines 

c,a,d,g  q (and p to discern the 2) 
Plusjoining pattern to practise grip 

n.m,h b, p,s 

DERICS 
Reading 

Explain; Why does he do this? 
Summarise his feelings throughout the 
story. Decode: commotion 
To understand characters’ feelings in 
stories. Compare Stuck And How to 
Catch a Star. 

What ideas could the characters have? 
Do this Mon with HTCAS then Tuesday 
for TWBH when we stop at point where 

alien and boy think for solutions.Use 
conjecture words.  

Star reading Test AR 

Oliver Jeffers. The Day The Crayons 
Quit 

DERICS; Choice: 
Why has the writer written/organised 

the text in this way? How has the 
writer made you/the character feel …? 

Drawing inferences such as inferring 
characters’ feelings, 

thoughts and motives from their actions, 
and justifying inferences with 

evidence.Use TATTM GR resource from 
Classroom Secrets Chapters 1,2 and 3. 

To decode meaning that is include 
or suggested in the text. To use 

clues to guesss what characters will 
do next. To investigate overused 

words and explore synonyms. 
Sumerise chapter 5. 

Decoding tricky waords. Retrieve 
words from the text, suggest and 
choose similar words to replace 
them. Investigate the use of type 

face to help build tension and look 
into different sayings used to support 

the era of the chapter. 

Reading poems etc for performance; 
reading to an auduience. Also TATTM 

contd. 

M
at

hs
  

Main 
objectives 

Place Value (3 Weeks; wks 1,2 and 4): 
Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different representations.  
Find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number. Recognise the place value of 
each digit in a three digit number (hundreds, tens, ones).  
Compare and order numbers up to 1000. Read and write numbers up to 1000 in 
numerals and in words. 
Solve number problems and practical problems involving these ideas. 
Count from 0 in multiples of 50 and 100 

Baseline Assessments 
 

 Place Value (Continued) 
Skills as listed for weeks 1 and 2 

Addition and Subtraction (4 weeks): 
Add and subtract numbers mentally, including: a three-digit number and ones; a three-digit number and tens; a three 
digit number and hundreds.  
Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written methods of columnar addition and subtraction. 
Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers.  
Solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex addition and 
subtraction. 

Key 
mathematic

al 
vocabulary 

ones tens, hundreds digit one-, two- or three-digit number place, place value stands for, represents exchange the same number as, as many as more, larger, bigger, 
greater fewer, smaller, less fewest, smallest, least most, biggest, largest, greatest one more, ten more, one hundred more one less, ten less, one hundred less equal to 
compare order size first, second, third … twentieth twenty-first, twenty-second … last, last but one before, after next between halfway between above, below 

addition add, more, and make, sum, total altogether double near double half, halve one more, two more … ten more … 
one hundred more how many more to make …? how many more is … than …? how much more is …? subtract take 
away how many are left/left over? how many have gone? one less, two less, ten less … one hundred less how many 
fewer is … than …? how much less is …? difference between equals is the same as number bonds/pairs/facts missing 
number tens boundary, hundreds boundary 

Science   I can observe and name a variety of 
sources of light, including electric lights, 
flames and the Sun, explaining that we 
see things because light travels from 
them to our eyes. 
I can describe the movement of the 
Earth relative to the Sun in the solar 
system. 
 

 SCIENCE – what are forces? Forces 
to lift, push and pull. Why not force to 
lower? Discuss gravity as a constant 
force. How did the drone go up? Get 
pupils’ theories 
I can notice that some forces need 
contact between two objects and 
some forces act at a distance. I can 
explain how I know friction is a force. 
SCIENCE -  Test ideas for how to 
catch something. How can I slow 
down an object (cloud?) sliding down 
a slippery surface? 
I make simple predictions based on 
experiences or knowledge. 
I set up simple practical enquiries 
and comparative and fair tests.  
I make relevant observations and 
measure quantities using a range of 
equipment. 
I can describe a surface and talk 
about the way an object moves on a 
surface 

 

C
ur

ric
ul

um
 s

ki
lls

 

Geography    

 

 
I can use my own maps and plans – 
symbols and keys 
I can draw basic maps (including basic 
grid references, symbols and keys), I 
can use a compass rose to orientate 
myself on a map. 
I can use direction to describe location 
(North – South – West – East) 
I can use Letter and Number 
Coordinates. 
 
I can describe how the locality of the 
school has changed over time. 
 

 
 

 

History   I can describe changes that have 
happened in our locality. 
 

Pupils formulate questions to gain 
evidence from an older person about 
the past. 
I can place the time studied on a 
timeline  
I can place events, artefacts and 
historical figures on a time line using 
dates. 
I can use dates and terms to 
describe events. 
 
 
 

Pupils create their own life timeline 
(linking to Literacy: past, present and 
future tenses) 
I can place the time studied on a 
timeline  
I can place events, artefacts and 
historical figures on a time line using 
dates. 
I can use dates and terms to describe 
events. 



Art    ART – Mixing paints and describing 
colours, watercolour painting 
I mix primary colours to make 
secondary.  
I create colour wheels 
 I add white to colours to make tints and 
black to colours to make tones. 
Vocab - Moods ideas. How would you 
describe yellow to a blind alien?  
ART -  creating a watercolor scene for a 
book illustartion 
I show control in the use of colour 
 I understanding that paint is used in 
different ways for different effects.. 
 

 To apply knowledge of colour mixing 
and mood to represent themselves in 
abstract form as a background for their 
letter envelope. Make it Multi Media by 
oncluding a reaching photo image and 
a collage star design. Letter to be 
sealed inside. (Tip; make this a sleeve 
for an existing envelope.) 
I show control in the use of colour 
 I understanding that paint is used in 
different ways for different effects. 
 

DT  Design, make, evaluate and improve 
Creating designs and sketches to show 
their processes when they created their 
Time machine models for Learning 
Journals. 
I can investigate existing products, 
including drawing them to analyse and 
understand how they are made. 
I can plan a sequence of actions to 
make a product. 
I can generate designs with annotated 
sketches  
I can refine work and techniques as work 
progresses, continually evaluating the 
product design. 
I can identify strengths and weaknesses 
of their design ideas. 
I talk about how closely their finished 
product meets their design criteria and 
meets the need of the user. 
 
 

  

Music    Learn , rehearse and perfect songs 
to perform to parents at show. 
Play and Perform:  
• Listen with concentration to longer 
pieces/ extracts of live and recorded 
music 
• Sing songs within a variety of 
styles with confidence 

Learn , rehearse and perfect songs to 
perform to parents at show. 
Play and Perform: as listed in prev. 
week, plus  Develop an 
understandiung of the Hostory of 
Music: Describe the different purposes 
of music throughout history… 
Understand that the sense of occasion 
affects the performance. 
 

PSHE PSHE – Rules, Routines 
To understand my personal qualities 
and how to follow school rules. 
PSHE - Introduction of Personal 
Qualities 
Belonging 
I know something about everyone in 
my class. 
I know that I am valued at school. 
I know how to make someone feel 
welcomed and 
valued at school. 
I know what it feels like to be 
unwelcome. 
I know how to join a group  
I can tell you the things I like doing and 
the things I don't like doing.  
I can tell you about my gifts and 
talents. 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and democracy 
Children record why they think they 
would be a fabulous school council 
member for their class. Could be 
pictorial 
PSHE Self-awareness 
I can tell you one special thing about me. 
It is OK to be proud of your own talents 
and it’s good to give and accept 
compliments.  
I can say how I feel when I am feeling 
proud. 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and 
democracy 
PSHE Understanding my feelings 
I know how it feels to be happy, sad, 
scared or excited, and can usually tell 
if other people are feeling these 
emotions. 
I can predict how I am going to feel in 
a new situation or meeting new 
people.  It’s alright to be angry but it’s 
not alright to hurt someone. 
It is important to manage and talk 
about my feelings. 
 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and democracy 
Government and laws TBC 
Fundamental British Values are: 
Democracy, Rule of Law, Individual 
Liberty and Mutual Respect. 
 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and 
democracy 
Who ensures that people follow 
rules: in school? In the community?   
Voting and democracy 
 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and 
democracy The school values are: 
Resilience, Independence, Kindness 
and Equality. 

PSHE – Rules, Routines and 
democracy 
Knowledge 
 
Recapping personal qualities; what 
makes pupils feel proud of 
themselves: Parents’ Assembly 16 
Oct:  
 
I can tell you the things I like doing 
and the things I don't like doing.  
I can tell you about my gifts and 
talents. 
I can tell you one special thing about 
me. 
It is OK to be proud of your own 
talents and it’s good to give and 
accept compliments.  
I can say how I feel when I am feeling 
proud. 

RE     

MFL 
Spanish 

 Spanish Greetings 
How to say hello and goodbye 

Remember and speak Spanish 
greetings. 
Hello, Que tal? Etc  
How to have a basic conversation 
asking what is your name and how are 
you.I can pronounce words showing a 
knowledge of sound patterns. 
 
 

Count from 1-10 
I can pronounce words showing a 
knowledge of sound patterns. 

I know 4 colours in Spanish 
I can understand standard language 
(sometimes asking for words or 
phrases to be repeated) and 
respond accordingly 
I can pronounce words showing a 
knowledge of sound patterns 

I know 4 colours in Spanish 
I know the autumn colours 
I can read out loud everyday words 
and phrases. 
I can use phonic knowledge to read 
words. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICT  Accelerated reader, ICT skills, logging 
on, turning on 
Accelerated reader, passwords 
Online Safety: Communicating, 
Collaborating and Publishing Online 
safety: Discuss e-Safety rules  
Know how to keep my identity safe 
online 
Know who and how to report things that 
make me feel uncomfortable online 
Compare ways of messaging 

Online safety, keep my identity safe 
online, how to report  
(further discussion re. e-safety videos, 
nos. 2 and 3 of 3, in class) 
Online Safety: Communicating, 
Collaborating and Publishing Online 
safety: 
Discuss e-Safety rules  
Know how to keep my identity safe 
online 
Know who and how to report things 
that make me feel uncomfortable 
online 
Compare ways of messaging 

 

PE 2 Multi Skills MOVEMENT 
Spatial Awareness & Footwork  
To understand the structure and 
expectations of a PE lesson. 
Acquire skills to move your body in 
different ways in a controlled and co-
ordinated way.  
I can participate in a teacher led warm 
up. (Applies to every PE lesson) 
I can jog, side step, hop, jump and 
skip in a controlled and coordinated 
manner. 
I can apply movement skills to move 
into a space effectively. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 
Note MR and St follow the Invasion 
Games SoW this half term, then swap 
with EC/BR to do Multiskills after half 
term. See Aut 2 for Invasion Skills ‘I 
cans’. 

Multi Skills  BALL SKILLS A .  
Understand how you can work 
effectively as a team. 
Develop hand- eye coordination and 
acquire skills to catch effectively. 
I am beginning to develop the skills 
necessary to throw and catch with the 
correct technique. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 
 

Multi Skills  BALL SKILLS B  
Develop skills to throw a tennis ball 
with the right amount of power and 
accuracy. 
Understand what an Australian catch 
is and how it’s performed. 
I am beginning to develop the skills 
necessary to throw and catch with the 
correct technique. 
I can throw and catch with increasing 
accuracy under pressure. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 

Multi Skills  MOVEMENT & CO-
ORDINATION A  
Understand how your body feels when 
doing different activities and movements. 
Be able to evaluate yours and others 
movement and give feedback to team 
mates to help improve their 
performance. 
I can apply multi-skills into sports 
specific situations. For example: 
transferring throwing and catching into 
netball. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 

Multi Skills  MOVEMENT & CO-
ORDINATION B 
To be able to work as a team and 
plan a ‘safe’ obstacle course. 
Each student to lead their course 
once, they must give instructions 
and demonstrations. 
I can jog, side step, hop, jump and 
skip in a controlled and coordinated 
manner. 
I can control a football with my feet. 
I can control a football with my feet. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 

Multi Skills  SUMMARY 
All students to do an independent 
Warm up; PR and Stretches. 
Apply all skills learnt in this module. 
Self-evaluation of performance 
across the module. 
I can participate in a teacher led 
warm up.  
I can jog, side step, hop, jump and 
skip in a controlled and coordinated 
manner. 
I am beginning to develop the skills 
necessary to throw and catch with 
the correct technique. 
I can apply multi-skills into sports 
specific situations. For example: 
transferring throwing and catching 
into netball. 
HR with both 3EC and 3BR for 
MultiSkills sessions. 

Inter-house PE Tournament #1 
 
With Cross curricular link (PSHE) to 
Equality, mutual respect and fair play. 

      
Homework  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Year 3- Autumn - Medium Term Planning overview 
Reach for the Stars 

Week: 
 
 

28th October Start the LIGHT 
short unit 

 
Divali 27th Oct 

4th November 
 Bonfire night 5th Nov 

Parents’ Eve 
 
 

11th November
ICT unplugged in topic time: 
Instructions and algorithms, 

Y3 ICT afternoons : 
Algorithms 

Parents’ Eve 
 
 
 

18th November
DT Biscuit making 

Christma play auditions and 
letters home re costumes etc. 

25th November  
 

ASSESSMENT WEEK? 
Start Christmas topic and 

rehearsals 

2nd December
 

Train trips 

9th and 16th December 
 
Nativity at church 11th Dec TBC 

Weekly overview: Week 8 
Festivals Of Light:  
Halloween and Diwali week.  
 
Science: Introduction through 
Shadow Puppets:Light and 
Shadows. Investigate materials; 
Opaque, Translucent and 
Transparent.  
 
Reading Selection of , spooky 
themed poems examples in 
DERICS  
Class Novel TATTM continues. 
Writing: POETRY WRITING: 
Halloween through onomatopoeia 
and senses 
 
RE (Mon -Weds) : Diwali story. 
Make Divali food and follow 
instructions. Do Hindu dancing  
Create shadow puppets for Diwali 
Story 
 

 
Learning Journal:  RE: To explain 
what I know about Diwali. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 9 
Bonfire night poems and art.  
 
Reading Instructions text examples 
in DERICS  
Class Novel TATTM continues 
Chapters 13 and 14. 
Writing: Expressive And 
Formulaic poems about 
Fireworks.  
 
Science: Light and Shadows. 
Investigate materials; Opaque, 
Translucent and Transparent. 
Investigate shadows; change 1 
variable and investigate  size of 
shadow 
 
Learning Journal:  
Science: To work scientifically;  To 
investigate how shadows are 
formed and measure changes 
caused by variables. 
 
 

Week10 
DT week: Making TBC 
 
Reading  Read a range of 
Instructions texts in DERICS  
Class Novel TATTM continues. 
 
Writing: INSTRUCTIONS 
WRITING: : Conventions and 
content progressing to using 
subordinate clauses and 
adverbs to improve simple 
instructions focusing on how to 
make a paper chinese lantern 
then: 
Big Write How to make 
Chinese Lantern  (using 
subordinate clauses and 
adverbs for improved quality). 
 
 
UNPLUGGED ICT 
PREPARATORY LEARNING 
RE ALGORITHMS…SEE 
Barefoot. Link to Instructions 
in Literacy and rules to follow 
in processes. 
ICT BR, ST, MR, EC (Mon-
Thurs): Algorithms 
 
 
Learning Journal: Reading 
Story Wheels / Book Review  
Learning Journal: Art and 
Poetry: Firework Paems/ pics. 
 

Week 11
 
Reading Range of instructions plus 
Babushka Playscript. 
 
Writing: INSTRUCTIONS 
WRITING: How to make a 
Christmas Biscuits 
Assessed piece. 
BIG WRITE Write a short SET OF 
INSTRUCTIONS;  How to create   
Christmas Biscuits 
 
DT design and make Item for 
Christmas Fayre: Biscuits 
 
Product evaluluation / 
disassembly (biscuits) 
 
Learning Journal: Spanish : All 
learning from this term so far 
 

Week 12
Assessment week (EOAut) 
Music: Start to learn the 
Christmas show songs. 
 
Reading Assessments and initial 
reading of Christmas show 
playscript. 
 
Writing: Short practise with 
conventions of playscripta and 
direct speech. Change one to 
another. 
 
Writing assessment:  
Independent completion and 
editing of instructions. 
 
Science: Friction investigation: 
best surface for Santa’s sleigh to 
slip on? 
 
Cross Curricular Language: 
Instructions and Experiment 
recording (Equipment, Method, 
Conclusion etc…) in Science. 
 
Learning Journal: DT 
Instructions for how to Christmas 
Biscuits 
.  
 

Week 13 
Music and Drama: Learn the 
Christmas show  lines and 
songs. 
Geography: Plotting the train 
journey on map of Cornwall  
 
Reading THE POLAR 
EXPRESS 
Writing: SETTING 
DESRCRIPTIONS inspired by 
Polar Express 
 
RE: Christian beliefs and 
Christian imagery (or not) in 
Christmas cards. 
 
DT / Xmas Fayre: All making,  
decorating and 
evaluatingbiscuits 
  
Cross Curricular Maths : 
Train Timetables 
 
Train Trips ST Mon, BR 
Tues, EC Weds, MR Thurs 
 
Learning Journal: 
Geography: To plot and 
recount my train journey. 
 

Week 14 &15
RE. To learn and retell the 
Christian Nativity story 
 
Music and Drama: Learn and 
perform the Christmas show.  
 
Reading PERFORMANCE 
Writing: Setting descrition Mrs 
Claus’ house winter scene fro end 
of Polar Express 
 
DT: Create Pop-Up Christmas 
Cards 
 
Learning Journal: RE. Nativity 
with photos of Christmas 
performance.  
 



Li
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Topic vocab Onomatopoeia, alliteratrion, 
rhyme, repetition, senses, 
evocative, atmospheric. 
Variables, scientifically, 
accurately, precisely. Adverbs.  

Prepositions, adverbs, 
instructions festivals , template, 
celebrate, celebrations, 
sequencing, imperative verbs. 

Algorithms Algorithms Assessment linked but also 
Show related; floor managers, 
voiceover narrator, contestant, 
stage directions. 

Timetable, platform, 
carriage, return journey, 
departure, arrival, route, 
scenery. 

Stage directions, character, , 
projection, performance. 

English To write an acrostic poem about 
Halloween using word classes. 
Selection of poetry to read for 
enjoyment.   
 
-  I can use similes, onomatopoeia and 
alliteration to grab the reader’s attention. 
-  I can mark most sentences correctly 
with exclamation marks. 
-  I can start sentences in different ways. 
-  I can re-read my work to improve 

it by thinking about changes to 
vocabulary and grammar to make 
it more interesting. 

 
 

To write a bonfire night poem 
(snap shot poem) using powerful 
vocabulary. 
 
-  I can use similes, onomatopoeia and 
alliteration to grab the reader’s attention. 
-  I can mark most sentences correctly 
capital letters and full stops 
-  I can start sentences in different ways. 
-  I can re-read my work to improve 

it by thinking about changes to 
vocabulary and grammar to make 
it more interesting. 

 

Write sentences fronted by 
adverbs / adverb phrases.. 
Explore where adverbs can go 
in a sentence. 
 
To write a set of instructions for how 
to made a paper lantern 
 
I can draft and write material, such 
as instructions, using headings and 
sub-headings to organise my work. 
I can start a sentence with an 
adverb. 
I can identify prepositions, adverbs 
and conjunctions. 
I can re-read my work to improve it 
by thinking about changes to 
vocabulary and grammar to make it 
more interesting. 

Write sentences fronted by 
adverbs / adverb phrases.. 
Explore where adverbs can go in 
a sentence. Greater expectation 
for independence and detail.  
Prepositions, adverbs 
culminating in Independent 
assessed piece. 

Assessment editing  To immerse in the text ‘The 
Polar Express. 
 
To write descriptive settings 
which include the 5 senses, 
prepositional phrases, 
adjectives, adverbs and 
similes. 
 
Building a bank of words 
and language features to 
improve decriptions; 
adjectives, noun phrases, 
similes, prepositions etc, 
using good languadge 
devices in Polar Express. 
Also developing reading and 
performing to an audience; 
Christmas Nativity 
rehearsals. 
 
I can use similes 
I can start sentences in different 
ways. 
I can draft and write descriptive 
work that creates settings, 
characters and plots. 
I can re-read my work to 
improve it by thinking about 
changes to vocabulary and 
grammar to make it more 
interesting. 
 

Recount the Nativity using past
tense, sentence contruction 
and capitalisation for names 
correctly. 
 
Descriptive paragraph: Describe a 
scene from Polar Express as Big 
Write and final assessed piece. 
 
I can use similes 
I can start sentences in different ways. 
I can draft and write descriptive work 
that creates settings, characters and 
plots. 
I can re-read my work to improve 
it by thinking about changes to 
vocabulary and grammar to make 
it more interesting. 
 

Composition 
and spoken 

English 

Composing a poem, using given 
structure with verbs, adjectives, 
adverbs and onomatopoeia. 

Oral instructions; How to make toast / 
feed your dog / cross the road etc. 
Sinple instructions with Imperative 
berbs, adverbs, prepositions and 
layout as focus. 

Shared Write how to make a 
chines etantern, Weds and 
Big Write on Friday due to ICT 
: TfWriting and making 
fortune teller.  
 
Maths links: make fortune 
teller to practise 4 times 
tables. 

ICT Link re algorithms. Note 
taking plans then Indepandent 
write for making Christmas 
biscuits. 
 
 

As above plus focus on School 
play; class scenes and songs. 

Perfrmance and projection 
skills for stage performance. 

Recount the Nativity using 
pasttense, sentence 
contruction and capitalisation 
for names correctly. 8 sections 
to accompany Comic strip 
pictures: 6 sections. Build in 
similarity to paragraph 
construction/ scene changes. 

Key spellings Words with the prefix ’re-’   ‘re-’ 
means ‘again’ or ‘back.’  

The prefix ’dis-’ which has a 
negative meaning.  It often means 
‘does not’ as in does not agree = 

disagree.  

The prefix mis… This is another 
prefix with negative meanings. 

The long vowel /a/ sound spelled ‘ai’  The long /a/ vowel sound spelled 
’ei.’ 

Challenge words … add in any 
with pattern / rule / exception 

needed in EOTerm test 
(feedback for future learning). 

Adding suffixes beginning with 
vowel letters to words of more 

than one syllable. 1)The 
consonant letter is not doubled if 

the syllable is unstressed.  
2)If the last syllable of a word is 

stressed and ends with one 
consonant letter which has just 

one vowel letter before it, the final 
consonant letter is doubled. 

Punctuation 
and Grammar 

Prefixes (link to spellings) plus 
progressive forms of past and 
present verbs (is / was …ing) 

Prefixes (link to spellings) plus 
prepositions of time (e.g. before, 

after, during, in…) 

Prefixes (link to spellings) plus 
adjectives and noun phrases  

Commas in lists and punctuating 
sentences. 

Commas in lists and punctuating 
sentences  

Apostrophes for contractions 

Commas in lists and punctuating 
sentences 

Adverbs of how, and the ly 
suffix (including y to i spelling 

rule) 

  Adding suffixes er and est to 
adjectives (comparative and 
superlative)     Nouns and 

expanded noun phrases (also 
incorporate commas in lists). 

Handwriting e, o, u J,y,f,k (loops) r,v,w (o) (joining from top out) m,n,u (sticks) x, z I, l t ( keeping writing parallel 
and right sized ) Pracctise of any targeted needs 

DERICS 
Reading 

Range of poems for rhyme, 
imagery, and sound. 

Continue reading TATTM 

Range of Poems for rhyme, imagery 
and sound. Continur reading 

TATTM 

Chapters 15 to end with focus 
on interpretation: how the 

fortunes of characters change 
through the book and 

Summarising: Creating a Styory 
wheel and giving oral recounts 
and reviews of parts of story. 

 
 
 
 
 

All DERICS; using a range of 
instructions texts (recipes / craft 

How To’s etc) for all DERICS Skills 
across the week. 

Assessed reading plus plus 
Year 3 playscript. 

The Polar Express; identifying 
and understanding figurative 
language, use of simile and 

metaphor 

The Polar Express and the 
Christmas Nativty Script. Final 
week: critical comparison of PE 

film and book. 
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Main 

objectives 
Addition and Subtraction continued: 
Add and subtract numbers mentally, including: a three-digit number and 
ones; a three-digit number and tens; a three digit number and hundreds.  
Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits, using formal written 
methods of columnar addition and subtraction. 
Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check 
answers.  
Solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, 
place value, and more complex addition and subtraction.

Multiplication and Division (4 Weeks):Count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100 Recall and use multiplication and division 
facts for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables. Write and calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and division using the multiplication 
tables they know, including for two -digit numbers times one -digit numbers, using mental and progressing to formal written methods. Solve 
problems, including missing number problems, involving multiplication and division, including positive integer scaling problems and 
correspondence problems in which n objects are connected to m objectives. 

Consolidation: Focus on 
misconceptions shown in 
assessments and areas of time 
space and data that will othave 
been covered in White Rose main 
sessions. 

Key 
mathematical 
vocabulary 

addition add, more, and make, sum, total altogether double near double 
half, halve one more, two more … ten more … one hundred more how 
many more to make …? how many more is … than …? how much more is 
…? subtract take away how many are left/left over? how many have gone? 
one less, two less, ten less … one hundred less how many fewer is … than 
…? how much less is …? difference between equals is the same as 
number bonds/pairs/facts missing number tens boundary, hundreds 
boundary 

multiplication multiply multiplied by multiple, factor groups of times product once, twice, three times … ten times repeated addition division 
dividing, divide, divided by, divided into left, left over, remainder grouping sharing, share, share equally one each, two each, three each … ten 
each group in pairs, threes … tens equal groups of doubling halving array row, column number patterns multiplication table multiplication fact, 
division fact 

Fact families, difference, third, 
eighth, perimeter, factor, multiple 

C
ur

ric
ul

um
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Science  Conjecture; How do shadows form 
and how do they change size? 
Opaque. Translucent, transparent 
and shadows. 
Shadows are formed when an 
opaque object blocks the light.  
The size and position of shadows 
can be altered by changing the 
position of the light source.  
Opaque materials block all light, 
none can pass through. 
Transparent materials do not block 
the passage of light, so it all passes 
through. 
Translucent materials block some 
light but let some pass through, and 
example is tissue paper. 
 

 

Working Scientifically:  
 Plan 
I ask relevant questions. 
I respond to suggestions and put 
forward my own ideas about how to 
investigate an idea or find answers 
to questions.  
I make simple predictions based on 
experiences or knowledge. 
I can observe objects carefully and 
generate ideas from those 
observations. 
Do            
 I set up simple practical enquiries 
and comparative and fair tests.  
I make relevant observations and 
measure quantities using a range of 
equipment 
I recognise risks with help.  
I carry out fair tests with some help 
and can explain what makes them 
fair. 
Record 
I record findings using simple 
scientific language, drawings, 
labelled diagrams, bar charts and 
tables. 
 
Shadows are formed when an 
opaque object blocks the light.  
The size and position of shadows 
can be altered by changing the 
position of the light source.  
Opaque materials block all light, 
none can pass through. 
Transparent materials do not block 
the passage of light, so it all passes 
through. 
Translucent materials block some 
light but let some pass through, and 
example is tissue paper. 
 

  
 

To understand movement and 
forces: 
-I can notice that some forces 
need contact between two objects 
and some forces act at a distance. 
-I can explain how I know friction 
is a force. 
-I can describe a surface and talk 
about the way an object moves on 
a surface. 
 
Working Scientifically:  
Investigate: What surface would 
Santa’s sleigh glide the best on?  
 

 

Geography       I can name and locate local 
towns along train journey on 
the map of Cornwall.   
 

 GEOG I can create a map of the 
route of the Polar Express from 
details in story and my 
imagination. 

  
 

History  History: To learn the story of Guy 
Fawkes and how the tradition developed 

  



Art   I understanding that paint is 
used in different ways for 
different effects and I 
incorporate collage for mixed 
media:  
 

I mix materials to create texture. 
Create Firework pictures using paint 
swirls, splashes and collage of shiny 
/ bright paper. Choice; Pastels or 
paints. Note importance of opaque 
materials/media on black paper  
Literacy link to poems from prev 
week; fina; draft on Mon for Artwork. 

 Designs for the Christmas 
show program. 
 
Art work for Christmas 
cards 

DT  Lanterns 
Shadow puppet cross curricular: 
RE Science, Art , DT, Literacy 

 Project – Christmas Biscuits
 

Children design and make a willow 
lantern for the Festival of lights 
parade. Children experience the 
entire design process from 
disassembly to evaluation. 

 
 Disassembly of a product - shows 

how they are made and helps the 
design process. 

 Design and development – 
Children design their lanterns by 
choosing one of three lantern 
shapes. 

 Plan of making – Children follow a 
production plan which uses 
pictures and descriptions. 

 Manufacturing - materials need to 
be measured accurately and 
manipulated safely. 

 

Project – Christmas Biscuits 
 
Children design and make a 
willow lantern for the Festival of 
lights parade. Children experience 
the entire design process from 
disassembly to evaluation. 
 Disassembly of a product - 

shows how they are made and 
helps the design process. 

 Design and development – 
Children design their lanterns by 
choosing one of three lantern 
shapes. 

 Plan of making – Children follow 
a production plan which uses 
pictures and descriptions. 

 Manufacturing - materials need 
to be measured accurately and 
manipulated safely. 

 

Decorate and evaluate 
Chrismas Biscuits  
 
Evaluate – Children evaluate 
their designs and suggest 
improvements. 
 

To design and make pop up 
cards for Christmas.  
Incorporate the Babushka motif 
to link to Nativity Show story. 
– Pop up cards 
Children design and make a pop 
up Christmas card using a 
mechanism or a card spring. 
 Disassemble/ evaluate – 

children evaluate existing pop 
up cards to generate ideas. 

 Design and development – 
Children design their cards on 
paper and use modelling to test 
their ideas. 

 Manufacturing – Children learn 
how to: score, fold, cut and 
finish card accurately. 

 •Evaluate – Children evaluate 
their own and their peers cards 
and suggest improvements. 

 
Music    Music: All to learn Choral 

Christmas songs: Babushka 
(Charanga unit) 
 I can explore the patterns and 

sounds of language through 
traditional songs 

 Sing an increasing number from 
memory.  

 Sing with awareness of phrasing. 
 Sing call and response.  
 Make up words and actions to go 

with well-known songs. 
 Understand that posture, 

breathing and diction are 
important.  

 Convey the mood or meaning of 
the song.  

 Combine sounds, movements and 
words. 

 

Music: All to learn Choral 
Christmas songs: Babushka 
(Charanga unit) 
 I can explore the patterns and 

sounds of language through 
traditional songs 

 Sing an increasing number from 
memory.  

 Sing with awareness of 
phrasing. 

 Sing call and response.  
 Make up words and actions to 

go with well-known songs. 
 Understand that posture, 

breathing and diction are 
important.  

 Convey the mood or meaning of 
the song.  

 Combine sounds, movements 
and words. 

 

Ongoing Christmas 
Performance practicing (Y3 
Choral singing) 
 A good singing performance 

needs posture, breathing, 
clear diction, melody, 
remembered words and 
rhythm. 

 Sing an increasing number 
from memory.  

 Sing with awareness of 
phrasing. 

 Understand that posture, 
breathing and diction are 
important.  

 Convey the mood or 
meaning of the song.  

 Combine sounds, 
movements and words. 
 

 

Choral Christmas songs for 
Performance. 
 A good singing performance 

needs posture, breathing, clear 
diction, melody, remembered 
words and rhythm. 

 The pulse or beat is the 
heartbeat of a song. 

 Music is made of patterns of 
notes to convey a mood. 

 Pitch is the musical word for the 
range of high and low sounds.  

 Dynamics is the musical word to 
describe how loud or quiet the 
music is.  

 Tempo is an Italian word used 
to describe how fast or slow the 
music is.  

 Sing songs within a variety of 
styles with confidence 

 
PSHE Challenge badges and school 

values 
The school values are: 
Independence, Resilience, 
Kindness and Equality. 
Fundamental British Values are: 
Democracy, Rule of Law, Individual 
Liberty and Mutual Respect. 
 
Link into multi faith cultures and 
equality between religions and 
acceptance and tolerance. 

 

Remembrance
Fundamental British Values are: 
Democracy, Rule of Law, Individual 
Liberty and Mutual Respect 

Antibullying
 I can tell you some ways in 

which children can be unkind 
and bully others.  

 I can tell you how it feels 
when someone bullies you.  

 I can be kind to children who 
have been bullied.  

 I know who I could talk to in 
school if I was feeling 
unhappy or being bullied.  

I know what to do if I am bullied 

Staying safe: Road safety
Recap of school rules. 
 The school values are: Challenge, 

Pride, Kindness and Respect. 
 Fundamental British Values are: 

Democracy, Rule of Law, 
Individual Liberty and Mutual 
Respect. 

 

Diversity/ overcoming 
disabilities  
All people are different and have 
their own talents and gifts. 

It is OK to be proud of your own 
talents and it’s good to give and 
accept compliments 

Qualities of a good friend/ 
caring for others 
 I can be kind to children who 

have been bullied. 
 I can tell you the things I like 

doing and the things I don't 
like doing.  

 I can say how I feel when I 
am feeling proud. 

 I can tell you about my gifts 
and talents.  

 

Kindness and forgiveness at 
Christmas time linked to 
Nativity. 
 I can be kind. 



 
 

RE Describe how some features of 
religions studied are used or 
exemplified in festivals and 
practices.  Diwali. 
 
Hinduism - to research a variety of 
Hindu festivals including DivWali, 
Holi and Arti. To read and discuss 
the story of Rama and Sita and how 
it is linked to the Hindu festival of 
Divali. 
 

Clarify who celebrates Diwal, Where 
Hinduism originates from, Who 
celebrates Diwali and where Hindu 
communities exist (ie everywhere). 
 
Hinduism - to research a variety of 
Hindu festivals including DivWali, 
Holi and Arti. To read and discuss 
the story of Rama and Sita and how 
it is linked to the Hindu festival of 
Divali. 

Hinduism – To introduce the 
AUM symbol. What do Hindus 
teach their children about god?  

Hinduism – Look at the many 
different names for the one god. 
Why is family important to Hindus 
and what values are important? 

Understand the relevance of 
Christmas to Christians and how 
people celebrate this festival. 
 Make links between religious 

symbols, language and stories 
and the beliefs or ideas that 
underlie them. 

  Identify religious symbolism in 
literature and the arts. 

 

 Make links between religious 
symbols, language and 
stories and the beliefs or 
ideas that underlie them. 

  Identify religious symbolism 
in literature and the arts. 

 

RE • Describe religious buildings 
and explain how they are used. 
 

MFL  Spanish Autumn colours and bonfire 
night colours (Spanish SoW; Y3 
ASut 2 Weeks 1 and 2) 

(Change to Y4 , TLA advanced) 
Robots commands and 
directions 
Lesson 2  
I can read and 
understand useful  
commands and 
classroom instructions

Autumn 2c - 
Shops, signs and directions 
Lesson 3  
I can say, understand and 
write some useful instructions 

Lesson 4  
I can say and recognise places 
in a town 

Lesson 5  
I can remember places 
in a town 

Lesson 6  
Puzzle it out assessment 

ICT   Instructions:
Answer what if questions 
order of instructions 
Write a set of instructions 
•Write a simple program  
•Understand run/stop  
•Understand what a Sprite is  
•Use loops  
•Use if statements

Algorithms: 
Understand what an algorithm is 
Answer what if questions order of 
instructions 
Draw an algorithm 
• Algorithms in literacy.  

 

PE PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC and 
3MR both with HR / Dance 3 ST 
and 3BRfollowing  PE plans and 
timetabling across Y3. 
PE2;Dance: Cross curricular Dace: 
Bhangra dancing to celebrate 
Diwali. Learn sesquence. 

I know that, in dance, movement 
is expressive and it can convey 
feeling and meaning. 
I know that there are many 
different styles of dance all over 
the world. For example: Bhangra 
from India. 
 

 

PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC and 
3BR both with HR / Dance 3 ST 
and 3MRfollowing  PE plans and 
timetabling across Y3. 

PE2 Dance: I know that dance 
consists of movement, motifs and 
repeated sequences. 
I know that a dancer needs to be 
aware of posture, body shape and 
position and timing. 

Core task 1 - Warm up Activities 
 

PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC 
and 3BR both with HR / Dance 
3 ST and 3MRfollowing  PE 
plans and timetabling across 
Y3. 

PE2 Dance: I know that dance 
consists of movement, motifs 
and repeated sequences. 
I know that a dancer needs to 
be aware of posture, body 
shape and position and timing. 

Core task 2 - Action, Dynamics, 
Space, Relationships 
 

PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC and 
3BR both with HR / Dance 3 ST 
and 3MRfollowing  PE plans and 
timetabling across Y3. 

PE2 Dance:  
To be aware of posture, body 
shape and position and timing. 
I know that, in dance, movement 
is expressive and it can convey 
feeling and meaning. 
 

Core task 3 – Jumping 
 

PE Interhouse activities1 
Invasion Games 3 EC and 3BR 
both with HR / Dance 3 ST and 
3MRfollowing  PE plans and 
timetabling across Y3. 

PE2 Dance:  
To be aware of posture, body 
shape and position and timing. 
I know that, in dance, movement 
is expressive and it can convey 
feeling and meaning. 

Core task 4 – Turning 
 

PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC 
and 3BR both with HR / 
Dance 3 ST and 
3MRfollowing  PE plans and 
timetabling across Y3. 

PE2 Dance:  
To be aware of posture, 
body shape and position and 
timing. 
I know that, in dance, 
movement is expressive and 
it can convey feeling and 
meaning. 
I know that there are many 
different styles of dance all 
over the world. For example: 
Bhangra from India. 

Core task 5 - Dynamics – 
Time 
 

PE 1 Invasion Games 3 EC and 
3BR both with HR / Dance 3 ST 
and 3MRfollowing  PE plans 
and timetabling across Y3. 
PE2; Dance:To Perform dance 
sequences and link with 
Christmas performance.) 

Homework  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


